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1. INTRO:
   G#m7   E   B   F#sus (x2)

2. VERSE 1:
   G#m7   E
   The winds are changing
   B   F#sus
   Your spirit moving all around
   G#m7   E
   Our eyes now open
   B   F#sus
   To mysteries of love

3. CHORUS:
   G#m7   E
   You are greater greater greater
   B   F#sus
   Than every fear every fear
   G#m7   E
   You are stronger stronger stronger
   B   F#sus
   And you are here, You are here

4. INTERLUDE:
   G#m7   E   B   F#sus (x2)

5. VERSE 2:
   G#m7   E
   The God of glory
   B   F#sus
   Revealed to every heart and soul
   G#m7   E
   In Christ our savior
   B   F#sus
   Redeemer of it all

6. CHORUS x2
   G#m7   E
   You are greater greater greater
   B   F#sus
   Than every fear every fear
   G#m7   E
   You are stronger stronger stronger
   B   F#sus
   And you are here, You are here

7. BRIDGE (Chill):
   E   G#m7
   Most powerful   most beautiful
   B   D#m
   You are here,   You are here with us

8. BRIDGE (Building):
   E   G#m7
   Most powerful   most beautiful
   B   D#m
   You are here,   You are here with us
   E   G#m7
   Most merciful   unchangeable
   B   F#
   You are here with us

9. CHORUS x2
   G#m7   E
   You are greater greater greater
   B   F#sus
   Than every fear every fear
   G#m7   E
   You are stronger stronger stronger
   B   F#sus
   And you are here, You are here

10. INSTRUMENTAL:
    G#m7   E   B   F#sus (x2)

11. BRIDGE:
    E   G#m7
    Most powerful   most beautiful
    B   D#m
    You are here, yes You are here with us
    E   G#m7
    Most merciful   unchangeable
    B   D#m
    You are here with us, Jesus

12. BRIDGE:
    E   G#m7
    Most powerful   most beautiful
    B   D#m
    You are here, yes You are here with us
    E   G#m7
    Most merciful   unchangeable
    B   F#   E (end)
    You are here with us, Jesus